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Management Courage Questions

Principle One – Not only being honest, but being the **most** honest

1. Of those people that I manage (or interact with regularly), with whom have I not been the **most** honest?

2. Is there anyone I manage (or interact with regularly) that I believe is not promotable?

   Have I told him/her this when we discussed promotion?

3. Is there anyone I manage (or interact with regularly) that should be coached about a behavior pattern that is prohibiting his/her professional development?
Principle Two – Treating people equitably, but not identically

1. What is the biggest motivator for each person I manage (or interact with regularly?)

2. When have I failed to recognize someone publicly because I thought it would offend another individual?

3. When have I failed to do something special for one of the better performers because I didn’t want to be accused of favoritism?
Principle Three – Prohibits using individuals, policies, procedures or practices as a crutch or excuse

1. What individuals, policies, procedures or practices do I (or others in my organization) routinely ignore or work around?

2. When have I told an employee that I would be willing to do something for him/her, but another individual in the organization would not permit it?

3. When was the last time I disagreed with the results that came from adhering to a decision, policy, procedure or practice?

What did I do about it?
Principle Four – Asking for feedback

1. When was the last time I got negative feedback on my performance?

How did I respond to the feedback?

What has changed about my behavior as a result of that feedback?

2. When was the last time someone told me that they liked my work?

Did I push him/her for suggestions to improve the work?
Principle Five – Taking responsibility for any mistakes that I make or my direct reports make (or the people I interact with regularly)

1. When was the last time I admitted publicly that I made a mistake?

2. When was the last time someone admitted to me that they made a mistake?

   What was my reaction?

3. When was the last time I took responsibility for someone else’s error?

4. When was the last time I covered for someone without telling anyone?